
 
  

PERIMETER BOLLARDS 

“Our selection is not based on price 
alone - we also took into consideration 
the safety & saving aspects.  
 

 

The ZERO WASTE Foundations allow quick 

replacement of roadside items with no further 

effort required to the base, (providing a 

significant cost benefit in replacing the damaged 

item by re-using the existing footing) and 

reduces risk of injury to employees by reducing 

time spent on traffic islands exposed to traffic.”  

 

MAIN ROADS WA 

 

 



Low-cost alternative to expensive removable and retractable bollards that when impacted require the replacement of both the bollard 
and expensive footings. ZERO WASTE Pedestrian bollards for delineation or where access is prohibited but allowed for certain occasions, 
bollards can be easily removed using tools provided and unlike bollards secured in ground or on metal sockets, they remain perfectly 
aligned and easily removable for access, maintenance and upgrades and ensure expensive footings never need replacing- ZERO WASTE

 
 
 
ZERO WASTE 
 
Secured using ZERO WASTE Foundations which 

protect the valuable footings for the entire lifespan of 

a development, reducing damage and waste to ZERO. 

Instead of paying thousands to replace bollards and 

the surrounding concrete and paving, damaged 

bollards can be quickly replaced, and foundations 

are reusable impact after impact. Year after year 

 

ZERO CONSUMPTION 
 
By making concrete foundations re-usable the on-

going consumption of concrete can now be reduced 

to ZERO. You can take it one step further and make 

your bollard re-usable impact after impact by 

securing bollards using the Impact Recovery System. 

 

 
REDUCE INSTALLATION COSTS  

You can install ground sockets by simply positioning 

upright when pouring concrete footings (creating a 

pristine finish) and install hundreds of bollards in a 

single day. Bollards are simply dropped into the 

ground socket and automatically lock in using friction 

(only removable using tools provided). 

 

REDUCE MAINTENANCE COSTS 
 

By making the foundations re-usable you reduce 

repair costs to ZERO. Easy to use. No digging or heavy 

labour and no major traffic management required. The 

bollard is simply levered out using the removal tool 

and a new bollard simply dropped into the socket, 

automatically locking in, and remaining secure. 

I T ’ S  T I ME  T O  DE CARB ON I Z E  A N D  B U I L D  R E S I L I E N C E  
 



SELF-LOCKING 
Bollards are self-locking. They are simply dropped 
into the ground socket and automatically lock in 
using friction (only removable using tools 
provided), remaining perfectly aligned, safe and 
secure year after year. 
 
 
LOW-COST 
Save thousands by preserving expensive paving 
and foundations for the life of a development and 
making bollards easy to replace if damaged. 
Socket and locking device continue working 
impact after impact, year after year. 

 
EASILY REPLACEABLE, EVEN 
AFTER SEVERE IMPACT 
 
If bollards need removing to enable access or for 
wide loads, for maintenance or future upgrades, 
they are simply levered out of the ground socket 
using the removal tool, from a standing position, 
facing traffic. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  
  

 

089248 5545 
hello@zerocivil.com 
zeroc iv i l . com  

 

UNIT INCLUDES 

• Steel Powder coated Bollard 
• 60 O.D 
• 900 H 
• Reflective striping (W100/R300/W100) 

 
 

FOUNDATIONS 

• Self-locking Taper (attached to Bollard) 
• Ground Socket 350 mm Depth 
• Cap for ground socket 

 
Removal tool required (includes sheared post removal tool) 
For more details, please refer to Specifications  
 
 
ZERO WASTE 
 
Concrete consumption is the biggest polluter after vehicles 
and with rapid urbanization concrete waste has reached an 
all-time high. We urge you to become a Zero Hero, we 
urgently need to stop consumption and waste 
 
By making concrete foundations re-usable the on-going 
consumption of concrete can now be reduced to ZERO.  
You can take it one step further and make your bollard re-
usable impact after impact by securing bollards using the 
Impact Recovery System 
 

 
 
 
 

B U Y  O N C E  A N D  U S E  F O R  A  L I F E T I ME  


